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On Freedom for Men and Women 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
-. ا#DGد ا D9E�AB  C- 2@ه!ش =�ی2، ;ی: ی! 9%8ى أ56. 4!ر-2 01 �ی"! -. -"�ة أن ا#+* : ا#(�أة &%$ ا#"! ��ا

  رأیL4 M ا#(8K8ع داI؟
� ه. . Y1. أ6! 4!یXة أوT4 2U!= VK!ن ا#A!س تR@ر تO)OP!: ’ا#(�أY  86E ،2� D98ل دول إRأ86 =@ ی @K !6أ

�ق اEو9\T#ا L  2#دو .R51 !)# 86E ،ب��ق وا#_T#ق، ا�T#ق، -. ا�T#ل ا!R5أن ی `a-أ .ABأ6!، ی .AB8#. دو#2 ی
2� D98د...إOوآ!ن ز !ن -. آ(!ن ی ،L�)%+  .-و ،L��d�+  .- �Y  .- !A=إ . C6!"  8اaB1 e  Cوآ!ن آ%8ا 4!ی

 f1 ،I8=@و# ،gAU .- @=8ا آ` واAدی hGi�1 ،2�Aت ا#@ی!U!d#ا `)B�1 2، آ!ن آ%8اU!= k2 و� D98#. دو#2 إl .-
4E!1 `P5d�!د، 1�B�8aB1 n%4 @ا -. ا#(8اm9، ودا 1�1 `)"�L یAB. آ%8ا 1�. آI8% #�: =�!ة إ4!)5U�8aB1 e  2ا

.5l8#د L��d�+)#وا L�)%+)#ا.  
L�)%+)#وا L��d�+)%# 2 !4 @�#!Rت eGأو ت ،eaoA1 !A=إ ،!A#ا#+* -. دو nR1 2ی�U ة�یAB. ا#+* -. ش8یU!= 2!ت . -"

#(! 8B51ز . !&OR= r!، یAB. ا#+5!ت k`_5T51زم تX5%م 1�O!، ی("= L�nRG ا#�اA4 `U@و =�ی2 أآ5�، f1 ا#+* R51@ر ت
إk إذا ه. 5T . !O+P6_`، #(! ا#+* 8B51ز  Dt ت8s5ز وا=@  B�L وأه%C  !O  8ا-R�%4 L�L")  ،: ت8s5زIت5T_` ت

�ج، . وا-R* أO6! ت+�I8G وB)9* آDم أهDه!o51 ،�-!+51 ،!O5�1�أBGw !)6! هK .- 8_\، إ6(! ه. =�ة 51+8ق 4
.- @BRوح ت�51:T�8ا ش%)B�1 I�� داA"  I!ش I8-8TA1، .  آ!-��:، د5l8#. -. 59!ت آ5�yA)#ا :A9 L�تDtت L  آ!ن .ABی

f1 2�GBT#ء ا!�=E8د -. اU8  86 آ!نE . L")  .5l8#إ6(! د ،I@2 وآT�ب ش�T51 4@ة!l 2%)B  .lDت L")  .#ه8 إ
�  K8: وl!4@ة 51&; n%4 ،:�-!4@ة -. آ!lو XA�U :+1k *A1 .lD2تT�ب ش�T . .# 2G+A#!1 !6أ Dt  �yA  Iدا

�یg، یC  .AB 4!ر-2 #8 أA4 !6@ي A1* آA* شB51 !O5P(` آ@I  أ6! =|0 L")4(` ;ی:، ی C�%)Bت !  g�4 E !O#8l0=
�ب ش�T:، وداlD5= 2U!= I�A. أن  +%(2 Tزم تk C  ،*AG#5.، اA1 ،E 86ز !ن أ L  @�#!Rي ت@A4 !6أ .ABی ،I@آ

 ("L =8ا-h أن أA1. ی�eU ا#+!Aw 24!ش� 1!#%�`، إ . .5A1 !)6�d�fP6 `)B5= 2 ا#d"!یO5A1 e  2!وص!=G�5. ا#(+
-8O داI إ#. #+!  8U8د -. ا#(A4 e)5s@6! أ6(!  %8ش 2lD4 1!#@یL، .  ت�eU ا#+!Aw 24!ش� 1!#%�`، دي =@ای~A. ش8ي

@�#!Rت Iدا .@�#!R5#ا L  �� أ6! داI ا#@یL إ#. 4(` آ@I، إ6(! یAB. ا#A!س hGi51 . -+!4!ت ا#@یL 1�05ث"5Pی .GAUEوا @�#!R5#ا
gBش @�#!Rت E !�ه .  

  
  یL")  .AB ت8R#. أ86 ه8K8  C  8ع دیL إ6(! ه8K8  8ع y6!م إ5U(!4. أو =!2U زي دي؟: ا#(�أة &%$ ا#"! ��ا

  Dt -. 4!دات #"`  2y-!d، یAB.. ی2U!= .AB ا#(1 e)5s�a_\ أ86 یnRG آ@I. ه. أآ5� =!2U تR!#�@ إ5U(!4�2: ا#(�أة
�یg آA* -. أ9�8ط، -U8~* أن . یAB. -. آ`  @ی# 2A�O! 4!داتO! ا#o!ص2l !6أ Dt  .AB2، یT�B#4!دات -. ا n5=

 ،VGY#ت2 اDوت VGY#ا L�A5# L�6ا�O9 8ا%aP` وی�2 1!#%�8 ت(!6dY`، وی�2 1!#%�ی2 ا#+!24 ت(!6!_# �Oa#م ا!A51 س!A#ا
VGY یXA#8ا ی�و=8ا ش_%mO وی�8BUا یA! 8ا -5�ة 8wی%2، #�:؟ T4!ن هm دي 4!دات A4@هm، وی8dYا ا#2BG9 VGY ا#

�وا 1!#%�`O+�18ا و !Aی m01ن ه �d#ا L  81ا�O�G- ،ا@U ر =!ر!OA#8 -. اs#ا ،�d#ا n%4 mO=8ا رو)%l0�1 نE . دي
1�8Kا I@8ا آ%)B�1 دول L� 8�#ارة ا�d#زی!دة ا e  س!A#ة ا��ی: اl8#* ش8ی: R#!1!هOa#8ا اK�، 1�d!و#8ا یA! 8ا 1

�وا BGw f1 ،@ !U! دا1 I�T)�e  C ا#T_`، -0ول  ! ا#A!س 51�eU ت!6. ا#(@ارس وی5T_%8ا 1��8BUا ت!6. O+�1 `�%#!1و
�ة 051ث� . ی8dYا 1@ري وی!&@وا روت�L ا#�8م ا#B!دي�tت آ!U!= .- ،!ه!Aی(2 إ#. ورث@R#ا @�#!R5#ا eG8، تs#ا eGي ت@-

lDB#ا n%4*+#2 51!4* ا .  
 

English translation: 

 
Woman voice: Salwa, you know that in America, there is an idea that women in Islamic 
countries do not have any freedom.  What is your opinion on this situation? 
 
Woman (beige-Grey shirt): Look, I want to clarify something, so that people are able to 
understand it. I am against someone saying “Islamic countries,” because Egypt is a state 
in the Middle East, I prefer that people refer to it as “the Orient,” in “the Orient,” the 
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Orient and the West, because when you say “Islamic countries” … we have Christians in 
Egypt, and there are Muslims, and, in the past, there were also Jews, and everyone used 
to live together, and there no one used to say “Islamic country” or anything. Everyone 
was … everyone does religious things; each one practices his religion on the side, by 
himself. But everyone has a shared social life, everyone celebrates the celebrations, 
congratulates one another on the feast days, and this continues between Muslims and 
Christians today.  
 
Now, the idea of the freedom of women in our countries is following general traditions 
common to both Christians and Muslims. There are a few things that the woman has to be 
committed to.  Maybe the man will have more freedom, but the woman can also claim 
her right. I mean, women work; when they want to work, they work. When the woman 
wants to marry one specific man, for example, and her parents do not agree on him, she 
can, very much, marry him anyway … except if she herself agrees to leave him, and she 
listened to her parents’ opinion. But, naturally, there is pressure. But the woman is free:  
she drives her car, she travels, she goes out, she goes and stays in coffee shops.  Now 
there are a lot of women who smoke shisha. I mean, thirty years ago, we were not used to 
this sight, because it only used to exist in popular districts. You could find the powerful 
women of uncertain morals smoking shisha, contrary to today, when you can find a girl, 
wearing jeans and sitting in a trendy coffee-shop, smoking shisha.1 This sight is strange 
to me. I don’t know what I would do If I saw my daughter doing that. Maybe I would tell 
her, “No, It’s a shame don’t do that!” I have traditions from a long time ago that say that 
a girl should not be smoking shisha. And you will find that I, a Muslim, will do that, and 
that my Christian friend will do the same thing with her daughter. We will not accept, for 
example …. Maybe I will accept that my son comes back at 12:00 at night, but I will be a 
bit bothered if my daughter comes back at midnight. That is what is still present today in 
our society today, but it has no relation to religion. These are traditions. At times, religion 
is influenced by traditions. I mean, sometimes people practice traditions, and the 
foreigner will think that it is the effect of religion. But no, these are traditions of the 
people.  

 
Woman voice: So, you are saying that it has nothing to do with religion, but that it has to 
do with the social organization or something like that? 
 
Woman (beige-Grey shirt): Yes, these are mostly social traditions. The society pressures 
[one] into being like that. For example, each governorate has its own customs. Each city 
has its own distinct customs, even customs of life. For example, I was in Assiut2 not long 
ago, and I was surprised to see that people sleep in the afternoon until 8:00 at night. And 
they wake up at 8:00 at night and stay up till 2:00, 3:00 in the morning. And they wake 
up at 7:00 in the morning and go to work, and when they come back they sleep for a long 
period of time. Why? Because they …. These are customs they have because they adapt 

                                                 
1 In this sentence, Salwa implies middle and upper-class girls from reputable families.  
 
2 The city of Assiut is the capital of the Assiut governorate, situated in the middle of the Nile Valley, in 
Upper Egypt.  
 



themselves to the heat. The weather during the day is very hot, so they flee the heat by 
sleeping, and then they stay up late at night. Now3 this has grown a little in Cairo, too, 
with the increased heat these days -- they do that too. They also try to sleep during the 
afternoon, and then at night they stay up late, but of course this does not go with work. 
Once people go back to schools and work, they go back to waking up early, and they take 
the routine of a normal day. So this depends on the weather; it depends on ancient 
traditions that we inherited.  There are a lot of things that influence the relation of 
women.  
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3 She is implying, “in the summer.” 


